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*** 

 

 The good news of Jesus Christ begins with an old word. 

  

It’s a word that is really a coalescing of promises spoken long ago by the prophets of 

God, prophets who announced that one day, in the wilderness out beyond the city – that hostile, 

arid wilderness with no straight way through it – a messenger would come to clear the way for 

the arrival of God. 

 

As the earliest gospel writer, Mark had the task set before him of passing on to the second 

generation of believers a written account of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus. Seated at 

his table with eyes closed, fingers pressed into his temples in concentration, Mark recalled the 

sacred story of God’s relationship with humankind, from Genesis down to his present moment, 

and he sifted through all the words of the scriptures, all the voices of his sacred tradition. He 

listened for a fitting word that could announce the beginning of the good news. And then it came 

to him in the blended voices of Isaiah and Micah: See, I am sending my messenger ahead of you, 

who will prepare your way; the voice of one crying out in the wilderness, ‘Prepare the way of the 

Lord, make his paths straight.’ Mark had the start to his story. 

 

Now, not every old word is useful for every moment; not every old word is generative or 

inspiring, capable of stirring up the energies of life; not every old word is sharp enough to clear a 

straight way for moving forward. Some old words grow dull, some fall into disrepair; some still 

await their appointed time. Through discernment one can tell the difference, and Mark felt this 

old prophetic word pulsing with life. So, he announces the beginning of the good news of Jesus 

Christ with an old word made new. 

 

Now one thing you’ll learn about me is that I’m a lifelong student. I love to learn, and 

I’m a Bible nerd. I just want to tell you that not only is Mark creatively quoting scriptures from 

what we now call the Old Testament, but he’s also modeling the structure of his story after the 

start of Bible. In the Greek, the first word in Mark 1:1 is arke, beginning! And in Hebrew, the 

first word of Genesis 1:1 is be-reshit, from rosh, beginning! There is a symmetry for Mark 

between the beginning of creation and the beginning of the gospel. 

 

My mother-in-law, Sandy, loves genealogies. After Loren was born, she began 

researching my family tree, putting it together with what she already knew about her family tree, 

and making a work of art out of the whole. Imagine a target, concentric circles with a bullseye at 

the center. In the bullseye, Sandy has written Loren’s name. The next ring she has sectioned into 

halves, one side for me, one for Sus. That ring is labeled “Parents.” The next ring, labeled 

“Grandparents,” is sectioned into quarters: Sandy, Chris, Karen, CJ. The next ring, in eighths, 

contains the names of the great-grandparents. And on it goes, ring after ring. If you look at this 

chart and imagine it three dimensionally, adding the depth dimension of time, it becomes 



something like a funnel – the legacies, the stories, the genetic inheritance of all those past 

generations pressing in on the present, giving birth to a unique, utterly new life.  

This is the life process: the old opens up to the new, the new carries something of the old 

with it. God’s purposes for us unfold this way, too, through the old, toward the new. It was like 

that in the very beginning, as Tanner read, when God called forth life out of the watery chaos. It 

was like that with Abraham and Sarah, when God brought forth a promised people from an old, 

barren family. It was like that with Jesus’s story, Mark announcing the beginning of his gospel 

with an old prophetic word. It was like that for the founder of our denomination, John Wesley, 

when he discovered within the sluggish tradition he’d inherited possibilities for spiritual revival 

and radical love. And I imagine it was like that for Jason Lee when he came into the Oregon 

Territory, curious about how his story and his faith would come into creative dialogue with new 

people in new places.  

 

All we can ever bring into each new moment is who we are and what we have at hand. 

Yet our identity and our story are always already the gracious gifts of God, the material out of 

which God fashions a future. In our Methodist tradition, there is a theological name for the gift 

that already exists: we call it prevenient grace, which means “grace that goes before.” God’s 

spirit prepares us to receive the new, which means we can have some measure of satisfaction in 

the old and approach the relationship between old and new with playfulness, courage, and 

wisdom.  

 

 Today marks another set of beginnings. It is the beginning of a ministry season. I have a 

new church to be in relationship with. You have a new pastor. We are all living in the long dawn 

of a new day as we emerge from COVID shutdowns and restrictions. And, because it is in the 

nature of life to be this way, I believe that the gifts and graces to make our start are already at 

hand. 

 

 You see, I come to you with a history. I come to you with a past. I come to you as myself, 

with ever-evolving experiences, desires, commitments, gifts, wounds, dreams. Now I get to share 

myself with you, and discover those elements of who I am that are useful for announcing the 

gospel here in Pocatello. Some things will translate, some won’t. I’m sure everyone will take to 

me saying “y’all” since it’s clearly the most efficient form of address, but on the other hand it 

doesn’t seem likely that my summer working in a small-scale poultry processing plant in 

Carolina will matter all that much. But, hey, you never know what God will use!  

 

And, of course, y’all have a history, a story of worshipping God and serving your 

neighbors here in Pocatello. When I first received the call from Karen Hernandez about this 

appointment, I got to read last year’s Charge Conference reports. And I was delighted to learn 

that the imprints of your service, particularly your efforts at addressing hunger, homelessness, 

and poverty, can be traced all over town. I’m so excited to participate in God’s mission with you, 

to be curious about you and your city, to listen to your story and discern the sounds of those good 

old words that announce the gospel, that prepare the way, that freshen, renew, and inspire. Words 

that can lead us toward whatever it is that God has planned. My words and your words get to be 

in creative, lively dialogue. That’s exciting to me. 

 



Now, I’ve been speaking of y’all collectively, as a church, but it is also true that each one 

of you is living a unique story as an individual, that God’s spirit communes with your innermost 

self in a totally unique relationship. So, in the context of your own life, when you consider the 

purpose of your days and how to offer yourself to God, the good news is that you don’t need to 

become other than you are: you are already enough. Genesis, Isaiah, Micah – they were pleasing 

to Mark and appropriate for Jesus. In God’s tender, gracious, and creative hands, all that you are 

has the potential to become a gift and a grace – everything you’ve lived through, all the things 

you’ve learned or lost, achieved or suffered. If you listen to your life you will begin to hear many 

of your own old, living words that can help clear space for the new grace coming today. God 

does not ask you to be at constant odds with yourself, to doubt yourself, criticize yourself, or 

make yourself disappear. No, God delights in you, because God sees all that you are – which not 

only includes the past, but also the future that you, and no one else, can make possible.  

 

It is my highest hope as your pastor to listen with you as you listen to yourself, and 

receive the gift of that old word whose time has come to announce the beginning of the gospel of 

our Lord Jesus Christ. 

 

 In the name of God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit, Amen. 

 


